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APEX Debug Options
Karen Cannell, Integra Technology Consulting

The APEX Debug Conundrum
co·nun·drum [ kə núndrəm ] (plural co·nun·drums)
noun Definition: 1. something confusing: something that is puzzling or confusing
Debugging Oracle Application Express (APEX) can be a conundrum. It is a PL/SQL application, but there is no traditional
way to “launch” it, and no traditional way to step through the code. It is an HTML page, but “View Source” does not give
any information on what code ran, when and with what values. So how does a developer know what APEX is doing when?
How does one determine if APEX is executing a code module, or why it is not? This paper aims to ease the conundrum by
presenting a suite of APEX-supplied and external debug options readily available to APEX developers.
APEX is a blend of technologies – PL/SQL and SQL that generates HTML pages using CSS, templates and JavaScript and
perhaps web services. Tracking and resolving problems in this multi-“layer” environment necessitates a blend of tactics to
examine what is happening in each components of the application.
The debug options described here include APEX-supplied utilities such as Debug mode, Session and Event information,
remote PL/SQL debugging using Oracle SQL Developer, and the use of web development tools such as Web Developer and
Firebug. The intent is to provide enough information to get a developer started in using these options. The reader is
encouraged to consult the references included at the conclusion of this paper for more information on each topic presented.
Application of a mixture of these debug tactics will help get one through most APEX debug challenges.

Change of Thought
Troubleshooting in APEX requires a different line of thinking, and an expanded set of tools than many of us – traditional
PL/SQL or Oracle Forms developers - are used to. The shift from a traditional PL/SQL or Oracle Forms environment to
APEX is a change from an enclosed application to the web. Web applications entail coding on multiple layers and therefore
one must think along those same layers when troubleshooting. Gone are the days of step through the code in a debugger, or
adding text message output to show our progress. Developers now need to examine the HTML, verify the style sheets, check
for any JavaScript, review process and web service behavior, and, if warranted, step through code in a debugger.
The change of thought is mainly in the initial triage, when determining which component of a web application is the likely
source of an issue. Depending on the application, a problem could be in generated or hand-coded HTML, a style sheet,
JavaScript, in the SQL of a report, validation, computation, or condition, in a PL/SQL process or in a web service.
Knowing, or guessing, which component is causing the problem determines which debug tactic to start with. Making an
educated guess is partly experience, and partly knowing how APEX works. APEX developers must have an understanding of
the overall APEX web page generation process in addition to understanding of the business application logic. Several of the
APEX utilities described below are designed to report on the flow of events that occur in constructing an APEX page. While
not “debug tools” in the traditional sense, these activity and event reports are essential in targeting APEX issues because they
show the steps APEX executes in generating a page. The next sections review debug options specific to Oracle APEX,
remote PL/SQL debugging and the of use of generic web development tools for APEX troubleshooting

Figure 1 – APEX Developer Toolbar
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APEX –Supplied Debug Options
APEX has several built-in tools to assist a developer in troubleshooting application behavior without leaving the APEX
environment. The APEX Developer Toolbar, the set of links at the bottom of every un-deployed APEX application page,
includes the Session, Debug and Activity options. These allow the developer to view session state, debug information, and
application activity. Every developer should become thoroughly familiar with these options. Additional utilities for
Application Reports, object dependencies and trace enable-ing further assist a developer in finding and resolving interface,
logic and performance errors.

Figure 2 – APEX Session – Application Items

View Session State
The Session link in the Developer toolbar allows one to view session state values. The Session link opens a popup window,
which displays session state by Application, Page Items, Application Items, and Session State. This interface displays the
current values of the page and application items for the application. This is where to look to see if application or page items
have been set correctly. Figure 2 illustrates the Session interface for Application Items.
The Page Items view of the Session interface lists the application, page, item name, display option, item value and status. The
Page Item status is I, U or R for Inserted, Updated or Reset. The status settings help identify recently set or updated items.
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Figure 3 – Application with Error

Figure 4 – Application with Error, Debug Mode Output. Error line highlighted
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Debug Mode
The Debug link in the APEX Developer’s Toolbar turns on the APEX Debug Mode. Debug Mode is perhaps the single most
useful tool in diagnosing APEX application errors. In Debug Mode, APEX lists debug information for major steps in the
page generation process on the application page, mixed in with displayed HTML elements. The list of debug messages is
helpful in determining which computations, validations and processes executed, and in what order, with what values.
Reviewing this list and comparing the listed actions with the intended actions, helps one discover where events are or are not
firing, with correct or incorrect values. The usefulness of Debug Mode is best illustrated with a few examples.
Figures 3 shows an application with a problem. Figure 4 displays the same application in Debug Mode. In Figure 4, the
highlighted line indicates that the error message was thrown from the PL/SQL process SHOW_HIDE_OUTPUT, which
calls show_hide_collection.show_hide_collection_output (). Now one knows where to look for the error.

Figure 5 – Debug Mode Debug Messages

Figure 5 shows an excerpt from a more complex set of debug messages on a page that contains numerous conditional
processes. This trail of debug messages tells the developer that one process fired (CLEAN_PPT_MATCH_TABLES), and
then another process (SET_AJAX_LOAD_MSG) fired. Other processes were recognized but not processed due to conditions
on the processes. In this case, the second process was resetting an application item (A_AJAX_LOAD_MSG.) when it should
not have. Correcting the condition on the second process resolved the problem of the wrong message being displayed.
In both examples, the debug messages helped identify where within APEX to address and solve the problem. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate how in Debug Mode APEX clearly identifies each processing point, computation point, branch point and validation
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point, and whether each conditional processes is executed or not. Each region and item is listed as encountered. The time
element to the left of each line is a running total of CPU time. Figures 3 and 4 are abbreviated for space considerations,
however, the debug messages continue interspersed with the displayed page elements through to the After Footer and End
Show messages at the bottom of the page.
APEX debug messages tell which processes where firing, in what order, and with what values. From this information, one can
discern whether conditions are correct and whether processes are firing in the correct order. Debug Mode is useful not only
for diagnosing specific problems, but also for learning more about how APEX operates. The debug messages are a listing of
each step in the APEX page generation process, from the request through all after footer actions.
Debug Mode can also be entered by setting the DEBUG component of the p parameter in the APEX URL to YES. The YES
must be in uppercase to be recognized by APEX. To exit Debug Mode, click on the No Debug link in the Developer
Toolbar, or set the APEX URL DEBUG flag to NO, again in uppercase.

Wwv_flow.debug
All of the debug messages displayed in figures 3 and 4 are APEX-generated debug messages. A developer can augment the
APEX messages with additional, custom debug messages by adding code to output debug messages, much like adding debug
output using DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE, by inserting calls to the APEX utility wwv_flow.debug.
Wwv_flow.debug takes a single string argument. The argument can be any text the developer wants to see in the debug
message flow. Since the debug message flow is HTML, one can embed font and style information if desired.
Wwv_flow.debug calls can be inserted in APEX processes, computations, validations or other code constructs, as in the code
in Listing 1.
wwv_flow.debug ( ‘In PROCESS_CONFIRMED process using value: ’||:P1_ITEM );

or in a stored procedure:
PROCEDURE show_hide_collection_output AS
BEGIN
-- debug message
wwv_flow.debug( '<font color="red"><br> g_flow_id = '||
:APEX_APPLICATION.g_flow_id||
'<br> g_glow_step_id = '||
:APEX_APPLICATION.g_flow_step_id||
'</font>' );
htp.prn('<script type="text/javascript">' || CHR(10));
htp.prn('<!--' || CHR(10));
htp.prn('window.onload=function(){' || CHR(10));
FOR c1 IN
…
Listing 1 – wwv_flow.debug Call

Activity
The Developer Toolbar Activity link displays an Activity interface, through which the user can view a series of application
and session activity reports. The main categories of activity reports are Page Views, Caching, Developer Activity and Sessions,
as in Figure 6. Most of these are informational and are of most value in learning how APEX operates and how developers
and users are working with an application. The Developer Activity reports are perhaps more useful than others in diagnosing
problems, as they form a trail map of the development process.
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Figure 6 – APEX Activity Reports

For example, the Developer Activity by Application Change report, illustrated in Figure 7, is helpful in the debug process
because it shows all changes made by a developer by application, page, date, developer, component and identifier. In brief, it
shows who did what to what when. In cases where something used to work and now does not, this report is useful in tracing
which components were touched, which is often a clue as to which components to inspect to resolve a problem.

Figure 7 – Developer Activity by Application Change Activity Report
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View Select List on Page Definition
The View select list in the Page definition interface contains a series of useful options. Developers are most used to the
default Definition option, which is the familiar page builder interface. The Events, Objects, History, Groups and Referenced
selections contain useful information, but developers often overlook them as they are outside of the normal page builder flow.
The Events and References options are most useful for learning and troubleshooting page construction. Figure 8 shows the
full Page View select list.

Figure 8 – APEX Page View Select List Options

Events
The Page View Events interface shows details of all defined page controls and processes for the current page. Events are
displayed in chronological order of how APEX renders the page, executes logic and runs processes. Figure 9 shows a typical
Events hierarchy. The default is to show all used controls and processes. The Show All radio option displays all possible
controls and processes The Events interface is useful to understanding the order in which events are executed, which helps
in understanding how APEX renders a page and execute the logic embedded in it. For example, the Events interface may
show events occurring in a different order than expected, in which case a developer can take steps to correct the problem

Referenced
The Referenced option of the Page View Select List displays page components and shared components referenced by the
current page. These may include breadcrumbs, Page 0 items, lists, branches, tabs and parent tabs. This view is also useful in
understanding the composition of the current application page. Understanding page composition helps when deciphering
debug messages, watching for correct event processing.
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Figure 9 – Page View Events Report
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Application Reports
The Application Reports are a collection of reports about the contents and activity of the current APEX application. Activity
reports are one category of Application Reports. The Application Reports main menu can be reached through the Tasks menu
in the sidebar region of the APEX builder application interface, as illustrated in Figure 10. These reports are not directly
useful in debugging in the traditional sense of troubleshooting lines of code, but they do provide details about the content of
the application and activity so far. The major report categories are Shared Components, Page Components, Activity and Cross
Application.
The Application Reports à Shared Components à Database Object Dependencies report displays information on valid and
invalid database objects, including PL/SQL processes. This report is described in detail in the Validation of PL/SQL
Processes section below.
The reader is encouraged to check out the contents of the Application Reports to gain better understanding of APEX page
generation.

Figure 10 – Application Reports Access

DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO
APEX makes calls to DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO for each database session and each page rendered to set Module,
Client Info and Client Identifier information. Module is set to APEX:APPLICATION <application number> PAGE <page
number>, Identifier is set to the user and instance, and Client Info is set to the APEX logged in user. The code APEX uses to
set application information is displayed in Listing 2.
BEGIN
DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO.SET_CLIENT_INFO(g_user);
DBMS_SESSION.SET_IDENTIFIER(SUBSTR( g_user,1,
(64 - LENGTH( g_instance)-1))||
':'||TO_CHAR( g_instance));
DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO.SET_MODULE('APEX:APPLICATION '||
TO_CHAR( g_flow_id),'PAGE '||
TO_CHAR( g_flow_step_id));
EXCEPTION
WHEN OTHERS THEN
NULL;
END;
Listing 2 – APEX DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO Call

This information forms a log of which APEX applications and pages are executing, and what queries the pages are issuing. It
can be viewed through queries to V$SQL, V$SQLAREA and for database versions 10.2.0.2 and higher through V$SESSION.
Listings 3 and 4 show some sample queries. The APEX Utilities à Database Monitor à Top Sql reports also make use of
this information, as shown in Figure 11.
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SELECT sql_text,
action,
module,
program_id,
program_line#
FROM v$sql
WHERE module LIKE '%APEX%'
Listing 3 – Sample V$SQL Query of APEX Application Info
SELECT plsql_entry_object_id,
plsql_entry_subprogram_id,
plsql_object_id,
plsql_subprogram_id,
module,
action
FROM
v$session
WHERE module = 'APEX:APPLICATION 1103'
Listing 4 – Sample V$SESSION Query of APEX Application Information – 10.2.0.2 and higher

The output of these queries shows which APEX application number and page are executing for which client name (APEX
authenticated user name) and session.
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Figure 11 – APEX Utilities à Database Monitor à Top SQL Report

Developers can of course add DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO calls in stored procedures and APEX processes to further
instrument an APEX application with information that will allow us to tracking execution or progress of various application
processes.

?P_TRACE URL Argument
For cases when more detailed query performance and timing information is required to diagnose an APEX performance
problem, one can initiate a trace file. Adding ?p_trace=YES to the APEX URL generates SQL Trace information for the page
show/accept request cycle for the current session. The trace file is generated to the directory designated in the database
user_dump_dest parameter.
An APEX URL with trace enabled looks like:
http://server.mycompany.com:7777/pls/apex/f?p=1107:1:8672053472734971:::::?p_trace=YES

The actual trace command that APEX issues is:
ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS '10046 TRACE NAME CONTEXT FOREVER, LEVEL 12'

For alternate trace levels, one should instrument the alternate trace setting with an On Load – Before Header process to turn
the alternate trace setting on:
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE ‘ALTER SESSION SET EVENT ‘’<alternate trace setting>> CONTEXT FOREVER,
LEVEL 12’’’;

followed by an On Load – After Footer process to set the alternate trace setting off:
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE ‘ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS ‘’< same trace settings>> CONTEXT OFF’’’;

The resulting trace file can be viewed using tkprof or any other trace-reading utility, such as Trace Analyzer.
Generating and reviewing trace information enables one to see exactly what SQL queries executed and with what values, and
to better track timing issues. Then a developer can return to the APEX builder interface to correct the problem query.

PL/SQL Debug Options
There are several tactics for debugging and tuning SQL queries and PL/SQL processes in APEX, from applying best
practices through use of a traditional debugger. Note that in all cases the code module being debugged is developer-entered
PL/SQL and SQL, not the APEX core PL/SQL.

Know your application.
This sounds obvious, but knowing what an application is supposed to do, how, and in what order is essential for clean
development and testing. That a module runs with no errors is not enough, it must produce the desired result.

Modularize
Separate business logic from presentation logic. Place business logic in code modules or web services that are distinctly
separate from the presentation aspects of one’s application. In APEX, the simplest way to do this is to place business logic in
PL/SQL packages or web services and to call those modules in APEX page or application processes. This coding best
practice isolates business logic for reuse, keeps it separate from the presentation interfaces and enables easier debug and
maintenance of the modules.
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Build and Tune Outside First
The first rule in building and optimizing SQL and PL/SQL within APEX is to ensure that the code runs outside of APEX.
Build, test and tune queries and code modules at a SQL prompt, or in a PL/SQL IDE such as SQL Developer or TOAD.
Perform all preliminary tuning and debugging of PL/SQL modules outside of APEX, in an environment where one can
leverage the building and tuning features of the IDE.

Bind
Within APEX, use bind variables in queries, conditions and other application logic to reference session state values. As in
PL/SQL, use of bind variables usually the more efficient way to reference values. Again, this is a matter of optimizing APEX
performance through general PL/SQL best practices.

Figure 12 – Database Object Dependencies à Compute Dependencies, Parsing Errors

Validate PL/SQL Processes – Compute Dependencies
APEX includes a utility to validate all PL/SQL processes in an application, in a somewhat round-about way. The Application
Reports à Shared Components àDatabase Object Dependencies report menu contains a Compute Dependencies button.
Compute Dependencies check for any PL/SQL errors in user-defined PL/SQL. Compute Dependencies essentially compiles
each PL/SQL module checking for object dependencies. Generation of this report will take a few minutes. In the resulting
report, the Parsing Errors in the Hide/Show region at the bottom of the report are cases where the PL/SQL module will not
compile. Figure 12 shows an excerpt from the Parsing Errors section of a dependencies report. The Compute Dependencies
option is a one-stop way to verify that all PL/SQL modules in an application are valid.

Remote Debugging
Sometimes one really needs to see what is happening when a PL/SQL module is called from within APEX. Finally, one gets
to step through some code! One can debug the PL/SQL in an APEX session using an IDE that supports remote debugging.
This paper describes remote debugging using SQL Developer, though TOAD or JDeveloper should work similarly.
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Note that remote debugging only works when the debug tool has a clearly defined and accessible stored procedure – the code
module must exist in the database. This is another reason to modularize code.

SQL Developer Remote Debug
Perhaps the most important feature SQL Developer offers the APEX developer is the ability to debug PL/SQL processes
through the remote debug feature. The SQL Developer debug listener waits for a connection from the APEX session. Once
the two are connected, a developer can step through PL/SQL code in the SQL Developer interface. .
To initiate a remote debug session:

Figure 13 – SQL Developer Remote Debug Option

1. Create a SQL Developer database connection using File à New Connection and fill in the appropriate
information.
2. Ensure the that user of the database connection has the necessary debug privileges:
DEBUG CONNECT SESSION
DEBUG ANY PROCEDURE
3. Connect to the database by opening the database connection.
4. Start a remote debug “listening” session from SQL Developer by right clicking on the Database Connection in
the Connections navigator and selecting the Remote Debug option, as in Figure 13.
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Figure 14 – Remote Debug Listen Port and IP Address

Enter the listening port number and the IP address of the machine with the database, as in Figure 14. The range
of ports can be set in a SQL Developer Preferences (Toolsà Preferences from the SQL Developer menu).

Figure 15 – SQL Developer Debug Listener Started

When the Debug Listener is started, the Run Manager will display the listener process, as in Figure 15.
5. Invoke the debugger from the APEX application by this call:
DBMS_DEBUG_JDWP.CONNECT_TCP( ‘127.0.0.1’, 4000);

This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. For example, use a button that calls a page or application
process(an easily removable feature that can deleted or set to Never display when debugging is done), or embed
the call to the debugger at the start of the process to be debugged.
6. In SQL Developer, set breakpoints in the code mode to be debugged.
7. Run the application to execute the code to be examined. Control will automatically switch to SQL Developer
when the application reaches the code with the breakpoint.
8. Debug the code through the SQL Developer interface.
Remote debugging is not an every-day tactic, but does help for cases where it is not obvious what values a code module is
picking up from APEX, and there is no visible way to track code progress. Remember to end the Debug Listener process
when through debugging.
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SQL Developer - APEX Reports and User-Defined Reports
SQL Developer has built-in reports for viewing APEX applications, schemas, pages and workspaces. These high-level reports
are not particularly useful for debug activities. However, they are examples of queries against the FLOWS schema.
Developers can build their own queries against the FLOWS repository and save them as User Defined Reports.

Web Development Tools
The APEX-supplied and PL/SQL-focused debug options are mainly focused on the database-centered page generation
processes. To address appearance and page behavior aspects of an APEX application, one must turn to a web development
tool. The key feature of web development tools is the ability to view and edit web interface components such as the HTML
source code, the CSS style sheet and JavaScript.

Figure 16 – Web Developer Tool Bar

When all of one’s APEX development is within the APEX wizards and builder interface, a developer may never need the
features of a web development tool. As soon as one ventures into customizations using the APEX_ITEM and collections
API’s, custom user interface templates, or specialized JavaScript, a web development tool is essential.
The details of web development tools are beyond the scope of this paper, however, APEX developers performing
customizations should eventually become familiar with one or more of these tools. Web development tools range for
expensive interfaces designed for professional use to shareware and freeware for general public web development use. Many
are particularly suited to one form of development or another. Two tools that are particularly popular for and suited to APEX
development are the Firefox add-ins Web Developer and Firebug. (This is sure hint that this author develops primarily in
Firefox!). These are mentioned for their breadth of features, ease of use and cost (free). The following sections give an
overview of each tool and a few examples of their use. One can of course use any web development tool that is compatible
with the development browser.

Web Developer
Web Developer is a Firefox browser add-in that contains a wide variety of web developer utilities. Installation is a simple as
clicking the Install Now button on the download page from a Firefox browser window. Web Developer will automatically
install in the Firefox browser. When Firefox restarts, the Web Developer toolbar will appear, as in Figure 16. All Web
Developer options are also available from the Firefox browser Tools à Web Developer menu.
The Web Developer main menu categories are Cookies, CSS, Forms, Images, Information, Miscellaneous, Outline, Resize,
Tools view Source and Options. The category headings do not do the contents justice – there are a lot of useful tools here for
figuring out exactly what’s what with the HTML, CSS and JavaScript on your APEX page. APEX developers who add AJAX
features will be most interested in the ability to examine <div> element details and JavaScript. Developers who build custom
page templates and themes will appreciate the Form, Information and Outline menus, and the myriad of options for
displaying HTML element information.
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Figure 17 – Web Developer Display Id & Class Details Option

To illustrate Web Developer in action, consider the case where a developer has added a checkbox to a report, a Select All
checkbox in the header, and written a PL/SQL process that reads the values of the checkbox and updates records in the
database accordingly. Using the Web Developer Informationà Display Id & Class Details option helps the developer verify
the Id of the checkbox element, so he or she can be sure to reference the correct element in the PL/SQL. The Information à
Display Element Information displays details of each element on an HTML page, as one clicks on the element. Figure 17
shows the Display Element Information option for the highlighted checkbox.
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The CSSà View CSS and Edit CSS options are most helpful when editing page, region and item templates, or creating a new
theme. View CSS displays the current class settings. Edit CSS allows one to change those settings and immediately see the
results. One can then save or discard the edited CSS. This feature is handy when editing templates to match a corporate user
interface, or any case where a developer needs to make element style modifications.

Figure 18 – Firebug JavaScript Debug and Breakpoint Interface

Firebug
Firebug offers many of the same features as Web Developer, in a slightly different format and package. Firebug is also a
Firefox add-in, and is installed by clicking on the Install Now button on the Firebug home page. Firebug can be started as a
pane in the same window or in a separate window. The main Firebug interface headings are Console, HTML, CSS, Script (for
JavaScript) and Net.
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The essential features to view and edit HTML, CSS, and JavaScript are all there. The Firebug JavaScript Console is very
helpful for informational messages and for testing custom JavaScript. The HTML tab displays all HTML for the page in
hierarchical format, expandable by main HTML tag. The CSS tab displays all CSS for the page. The Script tab displays all
JavaScript and the JavaScript debug interface. The DOM tab displays all DOM element descriptions. The Net tab displays
network header/response information and timing. Firebug offers the developer a lot to work with!
The JavaScript debugger is a great feature, though sometimes finicky to get started in this author’s experience. When it is
cooperating, use of the Firebug JavaScript debugger is a simple as opening Firebug, selecting the Script tab, selecting the
JavaScript file to access, setting a break and refreshing the page. Figure 18 shows the Firebug JavaScript debugger in action.
A full explanation of the capabilities of Web Developer or Firebug is beyond the scope of this paper. Developers who venture
beyond the APEX wizards into adding their own templates, themes, JavaScript or customized processes using the APEX
API’s should check out the features of Web Developer, Firebug, or some other web development tools that offers similar
features..

Code Instrumentation
A paper on debug options would not be complete without a comment on code instrumentation. Developers often overlook
this useful tool for tracking what is going on in an application during development and in production. Code instrumentation is
the process of a developer purposely inserts informational messages, hidden or displayed (but usually hidden), to indicate
what the application is doing when. Usually instrumentation is placed in an application to monitor progress, to monitor
executions, to log executions, or for debugging. Instrumentation may be as simple as a DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE
message (or its HTML equivalent htp.p), or a more complex system of inserts into journal tables to track execution details.
Code instrumentation is a topic in itself. It should be planned carefully and designed to serve its purpose without interrupting
the normal production flow of an application. Developers have several ways to instrument APEX code, depending on the
type of process, the type of code, and what needs tracking.
If adding debug messages, consider the IF V (‘DEBUG’) construct to toggle instrumentation on or off with the APEX Debug
Mode. Use wwv_flow.debug(‘Your Message Here’) to add custom debug messages. For saving information that is more
extensive or a record-by-record log of execution progress, insert records into a separate “journaling” table, a table created
specifically to hold the informational messages. Use calls to DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO in cases when one needs to track
application execution in production environments. Keep messaging to a minimum and as unobtrusive as possible if
instrumentation will be left in production code.

Test and Debug in Different Browsers
As with all web development, it is essential to test in all browsers. Do not assume that since APEX is an Oracle product that
all APEX-produced applications will be clean in all browsers. Browsers update frequently, and user settings for cookies and
JavaScript in particular vary greatly. Test at a minimum in Internet Explorer 6 and 7, Firefox and a MAC-orient browser such
as Safari and Opera.

Debug Options – Triage
With so many APEX debug options, where does one start? In general, triage for an APEX problem is that same for any other
coding problem. Logically figure out roughly where the problem is and then use the appropriate tool narrow in and correct it.
The first step is to Think. What is happening, what could cause that result. This most often narrows the issue down to SQL,
PL/SQL, the APEX flow of events, HTML, CSS or JavaScript. Use APEX Debug Mode to determine what and where the
problem is in the APEX flow. Once the issue is generally diagnosed, use the appropriate debug option to address and resolve
the problem.
Incorrect report results or data results indicate SQL or PL/SQL or APEX process errors. For SQL and PL/SQL issues
ensure that the code executes properly outside of APEX by using an IDE or SQLPlus. Ensure the correct values are in use
through the Session interface. If necessary start a remote debug session to examine exactly what occurs as the code executes.
Performance issues that cannot be resolved by SQL and PL/SQL tuning outside of APEX may require a trace file to properly
diagnose and address. Use of the #TIMING# indicator may narrow a performance issue to a certain region, so one can focus
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on the SQL in that region. Events or processes not firing indicate problems in the sequence of flow events, possibly caused by
the conditions and session state values that control the conditions Use APEX Debug Mode, the Session interface and the
APEX Activity Reports and utilities to further track these issues. Turning processes or page elements on and off by changing
the element conditions also helps track and solve event flow problems. Incorrect or misaligned elements on a page indicate
HTML errors or places where additional HTML tags or styles may be needed to produce the desired result. Use web
development tools to view and edit the HTML, JavaScript and styles sheets to address interface issues.
Many issues will involve a combination of tactics. A methodical approach in resolving one “layer” of issues at a time is
recommended. For example, correct all SQL and PL/SQL issues first, then ensure all events are firing in order and under the
correct conditions, and then address interface issues. Above all knowing which debug tool and technique to employ comes
from knowing one’s application, knowing how APEX operates, and experience.

Debug Options – Less Confused?
To summarize, APEX is a blend of technologies – PL/SQL, SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and more – and debugging APEX
necessitates a blend of debug tactics. Fortunately, there is a variety of readily available options for debugging APEX
applications. APEX supplies a series of utilities for viewing application, page and event information, ranging from the
Application Reports series to the Page View Events list to the Database Objects Dependencies report that helps one locate
database objects with errors. APEX Debug Mode displays informational messages of each step in the page generation
process. The p_trace APEX URL argument enables creation of a trace file, which can be reviewed for SQL execution, timing
and tuning information. One can debug PL/SQL modules using the SQL Developer Remote Debug capability. HTML, CSS
and JavaScript issues can be view and resolved using web development tools such as Web Developer and Firebug. They key is
to know how APEX generates pages, to know the tenets of one’s application, and to employ a variety of tactics to meet the
challenge at hand.
Thus, the APEX debug conundrum, “How do I debug APEX?” is solved. The remaining puzzle is “What is wrong with my
code?” which is exactly where one should be at the start of a debug session.

Resources
The APEX OTN Forum - http://forums.oracle.com/forums/forum.jspa?forumID=137 . The APEX user community is
active and growing. It is your best source for APEX how-to’s and answers for users of all abilities. Know it, Bookmark it. Use
it. Contribute to it.
SQL Developer - Home Page on OTN http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/sql_developer/index.html
Web Developer - http://chrispederick.com/work/web-developer/ Web Developer is a free Firefox (Flock, SeaMonkey)
add-in that adds a menu and a toolbar that contains a wide variety of web developer tools.
Firebug - http://www.getfirebug.com – Firebug is a free Firefox extension web development tool for edit and monitoring of
CSS, HTML and JavaScript.
The APEX Studio - http://htmldb.oracle.com/pls/otn/f?p=18326:1:3795991895340045::NO::: There are a growing
number of APEX applications out here that are free to download and use as is or modify for your own purpose. This is the
Oracle-hosted APEX hosting site. It includes applications, utilities, themes, tips and tricks. Watch for early adopter versions
of APEX.
The APEX OTN Technology Center –
http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/application_express/index.html The Oracle Technology Network
Application Express home page.
APEX Blogs – There are numerous APEX blogs with quality examples and advice. See the APEX Blog Aggregator for a
start, http://www.apexblogs.info.
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